Roger is a behavioral analyst at Bank of America. He explains how his parents finally shared their immigration story with him after he started working with the Vietnamese American Heritage Foundation. He depicts how his family came to America and how his grandfather built a boat. He describes how his childhood community in Texas is a well-knit. Roger shares how he became inspired to lend his technical toolset to the organization. He describes how he faced some challenges growing up. There was a time when he felt he was both too American and too Vietnamese. He did experience discrimination growing up, but honestly felt like he was American. He didn’t know any different. He works on the website and also interviews narrators for the project. He believes the Vietnamese people here are successful because they have built a resilient mentality. He has interviewed some inspiring individuals.
He wants the younger generation to know their past.

Roger wants the older generation to not give up home on the younger generation. He wants them to allow the younger generation to make their own mistakes.